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DisclaimerDisclaimer

The information contained in this 
document is based on limited field 
testing.  The user should verify the 
results and practice the techniques 
before applying them to a live or critical 
load.  Failure to do so may result in 
severe injury or death to personnel or 
damage to equipment.



PicketsPickets
Placements

Traditional vertical
– Vertical
– Top clip

Horizontal
– Mid-clip

Sierra picket
– Vertical
– Mid-clip

Behavior 
Strong snow
Weak snow



The GoalsThe Goals
To be able to predict the failure mode of a snow 
anchor
To be able to predict the strength of a snow anchor
To be able to do this using only simple field 
techniques

To do this, we need to know the…
Strength of the snow
Stress distribution within the snowpack
Area over which those stresses are acting

Caveat
This is only an estimate, not an exact prediction
The models break down at high loads



Anchor FailureAnchor Failure

System breaks at the weakest link

rope binerwebbing σcAc σsAspicket

Hardware failure Snow failureSoftware failure

compression shear



Assumption #1Assumption #1
The snow is the weakest link 
in the chain and it is the snow 
that is going to fail

If the snow is strong enough that 
other links in the chain fail first, 
the actual anchor strength will be 
lower than the model prediction
E.g. the predicted anchor 
strength may be 3000 lb, but the 
carabiner hole in a typical picket 
fails at ~2000 lb



Most-Common Failure 
Modes
Most-Common Failure 
Modes

Traditional picket
Compression failure near snow surface

H-pickets, S-pickets, & Flukes
Shear failure (strong snow)
Compression failure (weak snow)



Traditional PicketTraditional Picket
Zone of 

compression



Traditional PicketTraditional Picket

Measured strength = 1005 lb, video provided courtesy of Don Bogie



Traditional PicketTraditional Picket

Measured strength = 660 lb , video provided courtesy of Don Bogie



Traditional PicketTraditional Picket

Most-common failure mode is 
compression of snow in front of picket
How strong is the snow?
How does the snow behave when 
compressed?
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Compression
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Strength of
Stressed Snow
Strength of
Stressed Snow

Compressive strength is easy to measure by pushing a blunt 
object into the snowpack: “hardness test”

Applied Force
Object 5 lb 10 lb   .

Gloved palm 0.1 psi 0.2 psi
Gloved fist 0.5 psi 1 psi
4 gloved fingers 2 psi 4 psi
2 gloved fingers 3 psi 6 psi
1 gloved finger 6 psi 12 psi
1 bare finger 25 psi 51 psi
Pencil 65 psi 130 psi
Knife 400 psi 800 psi

Size of hand / fingers and glove thickness will affect results

Compressive
Strength, σc



Assumption #2Assumption #2
Everyone’s hand is the same size

A larger hand pressing with the same force as the “standard”
hand will tend to predict an erroneously-high anchor strength

Object Standard area (in2)   .
Gloved palm 46
Gloved fist 9.9
4 gloved fingers 2.6
3 gloved fingers 2.2
2 gloved fingers 1.6
1 gloved finger 0.84
1 bare finger 0.20
Pencil 0.077
Knife 0.013



Assumption #3Assumption #3

Snowpack properties are homogeneous
The snow in supporting the anchor has the 
same properties as the snow subjected to 
the hardness test
The properties of the snow near the 
surface are the same as deeper in the 
snowpack



Assumption #4Assumption #4
Strength measured during 
hardness test is the same 
as the compressive 
strength of the snow after 
the picket has rotated to 
the vertical position

Displacement during 
hardness test will usually 
be less than that required 
for the anchor to fail

Applied Pressure
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picket goes
vertical



Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction
Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction

Fmax = σc WL/2
2’ x 2.5”, vertical placement, top clip, 0” deep
Hardness = 1 gloved finger with 10 lb force

σc = 12 psi
WL = 2.5 x 24 = 60 in2

Anchor strength = 12 x 60 / 2= 360 lb



Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction
Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction

Fmax = σc WL/2
2’ x 2.5”, vertical placement, top clip at 0”
depth
Hardness = 4 gloved fingers with 5 lb force

σc = 2 psi
WL = 2.5 x 24 = 60 in2

Anchor strength = 2 x 60 / 2= 60 lb



Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction
Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction
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Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction
Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction
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Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction
Traditional Picket:
Strength Prediction

If the predicted strength is less than 500 lb, 
the actual strengths are reasonably close

Actual strengths are typically a little higher than 
predicted

If the predicted strength is above 500 lb, 
other failure modes tend to become active

Pickets tend to bend and / or twist, which allow 
them to pull out of the snow more readily



Horizontal & Sierra 
Pickets
Horizontal & Sierra 
Pickets

Stress field is more complex
Can fail in compression or shear

Compression failure
Hardware is dragged through the snowpack
Significant displacements of the anchor are possible

Shear failure
A large chunk of snow is ejected from the snowpack
Anchor displacement is typically only a few inches prior to 
failure



Horizontal PicketHorizontal Picket

Side view

Top view



Sierra Picket:
Vertical placement, midclip
Sierra Picket:
Vertical placement, midclip



Snow Under A Load:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets
Snow Under A Load:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets

Compression



Snow Under A Load :
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets
Snow Under A Load :
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets

Shear & tension



Snow Under A Load :
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets
Snow Under A Load :
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets

We’re applying compressive, shear, and 
tensile stresses to the snow in various 
areas.  So what happens?
It depends…

Weak, fluffy snow compression failure
Strong, dense snow shear failure



Snowball TestSnowball Test
Can you make a snowball and hit the ops 
leader with it?

Yes: snow is warm / moist
Shear failure most likely
Compacting the snow will strengthen it

No: snow is cold / dry
Compression failure most likely
Compacting the snow will weaken it



Weak, Fluffy Snow:
Horizontal Pickets
Weak, Fluffy Snow:
Horizontal Pickets

Compression failure (failed snowball test)
Fmax = σcWL
Snow strength is determined from hardness test
Area is the frontal area of the picket

E.g. 2’ x 2.5” picket, horizontal or vertical placement, 
mid-clip at 12” depth 

If hardness = 4 fingers with 5 lb of force
σc = 2 psi
WL=2.5 x 24 = 60 in2

Fmax = 2 x 60 = 120 lb



Weak, Fluffy Snow:
Sierra Pickets
Weak, Fluffy Snow:
Sierra Pickets

Sierra Pickets not recommended
The snow used to backfill the trench must 
be at least as strong as the rest of the 
snow supporting the load
If it doesn’t pass the snowball test, the 
backfilled trench will be very weak



Strong, Dense Snow:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets
Strong, Dense Snow:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets

Complex, wedge-shaped volume of 
snow is ejected from the snowpack

side view top view



Horizontal PicketHorizontal Picket

Photos provided courtesy of Gordon Smith



Sierra PicketSierra Picket

Photo provided courtesy of Don Bogie
Photo provided courtesy of Gordon Smith



Strength Prediction:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets
Strength Prediction:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets

Fmax = σsAs

Measure compressive strength of snow 
with a hardness test

Use that to estimate shear strength
Calculate area of shear cone

Based on picket size, orientation, and 
burial depth



Snow Under A Load :
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets
Snow Under A Load :
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets

Shear & tension



Porous Material Under 
Shear & Tension
Porous Material Under 
Shear & Tension
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Estimating Shear 
Strength of Snow
Estimating Shear 
Strength of Snow

For most materials, the tensile strength is 
roughly 1/3 the compressive strength, and the 
shear strength is roughly the same as the 
tensile strength 

σt = σs = σc/3 
For example, if 5 lb of force is required to 
push a bare finger into the snowpack

σc = 25 psi
σt = 8 psi
σs = 8 psi



Assumption #5Assumption #5

Shear / tensile strength of the snow is 
equal to one third of the compressive 
strength



Strength Prediction:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets
Strength Prediction:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets

Shear / tensile failure
Fmax = σsAs

Snow strength is determined from 
hardness test

– σs = σc/3
As is the surface area of the snow wedge 
dislodged from the snowpack



top view

Shear-Cone Area:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets
Shear-Cone Area:
Horizontal & Sierra Pickets

side view

Horizontal Picket Sierra Picket
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2' x 2.5" Picket
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Strength Prediction:
Horizontal Pickets
Strength Prediction:
Horizontal Pickets

Shear / tension failure
Fmax = σsAs
Snow strength is determined from hardness test
Area is the area of the shear cone

E.g. 2’ x 2.5” picket, horizontal placement, mid-clip at 
12” depth 

Hardness = 3 fingers with 5 lb of force
σc = 2.2 psi, σs = 0.7 psi
As = 1670 in2

Fmax = 0.7 x 1670 = 1170 lb



Strength Predictions:
Horizontal Pickets
Strength Predictions:
Horizontal Pickets
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Did not fail 

Good test

Eye in picket failed
Good test
Good test
Picket broke in half
Webbing failed
Shear failure in weak layer



Horizontal Picket :
Strength Predictions
Horizontal Picket :
Strength Predictions

Assumptions
#1 snow is the weakest link in the chain
#2 hardness is tested with “standard”-size hand 
#3 snow is homogeneous
#4 hardness test measures compressive strength
#5 shear / tensile strength = 1/3 compressive strength

If assumptions 1-5 hold, then model predictions are 
reasonably accurate up to predicted strengths of 
~1000 lb
Above 1500 lb, things other than snow fail with 
increasing frequency



Sierra PicketsSierra Pickets

Complex, wedge-shaped volume of 
snow is ejected from the snowpack
Strength calculation same as horizontal 
picket

side view top view



Strength Prediction:
Sierra Pickets
Strength Prediction:
Sierra Pickets

Shear / tension failure
Fmax = σsAs
Snow strength is determined from hardness test
Area is the area of the shear cone

E.g. 2’ x 2.5” picket, vertical placement, mid-clip at 
12” depth 

Hardness = 3 fingers with 5 lb of force
σc = 2.2 psi, σs = 0.7 psi
As = 3525 in2

Fmax = 0.7 x 3525 = 2450 lb
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Sierra Picket :
Strength Predictions
Sierra Picket :
Strength Predictions

Eye of picket failed
Good test
Good test
Good test
Main line failed
Shallow rear picket
Good test
Eye of (homemade?) picket failed
Eye of (homemade?) picket failed



Sierra Picket :
Strength Predictions
Sierra Picket :
Strength Predictions

Assumptions
#1 snow is the weakest link in the chain
#2 hardness is tested with “standard”-size hand 
#3 snow is homogeneous
#4 hardness test measures compressive strength
#5 shear / tensile strength = 1/3 compressive strength

If assumptions 1-5 hold, then model predictions are 
reasonably accurate up to predicted strengths of 
~1500 lb
Above 1500 lb, things other than snow fail with 
increasing frequency



Sierra PicketSierra Picket

Cautionary Note: the snow used to 
backfill the trench must be at least as 
strong as the surrounding snowpack

Do not use a Sierra picket if snow does not 
pass the snowball test
Trench must be backfilled carefully



Summary of Predictions:
2’ x 2.5” Picket
Summary of Predictions:
2’ x 2.5” Picket

Traditional picket (biner at 0” depth)
1 gloved finger at 10 lb = 357 lb

– Softer / weaker snow means weaker anchor
– If you can stick your finger in the snow, the anchor is questionable

Horizontal picket (biner at 12” depth)
4 gloved fingers at 10 lb = 1500 lb
Softer / weaker snow means weaker anchor

– Stronger snow doesn’t mean stronger anchor
Something else will probably fail

Sierra picket (biner at 12” depth)
4 gloved fingers at 4 lb = 1500 lb

– Softer / weaker snow means weaker anchor
– Stronger snow doesn’t mean stronger anchor

Something else will probably fail



Traditional Pickets (2’ x 2.5”)
Never assume it will hold more than 500 lb

Do hardness test with 1 gloved finger
– Fmax = 35x force applied to 1 gloved finger

Do hardness test with 1 ungloved finger
– Fmax = 150x force applied to 1 ungloved finger

Strength Predictions:
Simple Rules of Thumb
Strength Predictions:
Simple Rules of Thumb



Horizontal Pickets (2’ x 2.5”, 12” deep)
Never assume it will hold more than 1500 lb

Do hardness test with gloved fist
– Fmax = 50x force applied to gloved fist

Do hardness test with 4 gloved fingers
– Fmax = 200x force applied to 4 gloved fingers

Do hardness test with 3 gloved finger
– Fmax = 250x force applied to 3 gloved finger

Strength Predictions:
Simple Rules of Thumb
Strength Predictions:
Simple Rules of Thumb



Sierra Pickets (2’ x 2.5”, 12” deep carabiner)
Never assume it will hold more than 1500 lb

Do hardness test with gloved fist
– Fmax = 100x force applied to gloved fist

Do hardness test with 4 gloved fingers
– Fmax = 400x force applied to 4 gloved fingers

Strength Predictions:
Simple Rules of Thumb
Strength Predictions:
Simple Rules of Thumb



Model yields estimates, not exact predictions
All 5 assumptions must be met for model to 
apply

If any of the assumptions are not valid, the 
strength predictions can be way off

Never assume a traditional picket will hold 
more than 500 lb
Never assume a horizontal or Sierra picket 
will hold more than 1500 lb

SummarySummary
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